
“It’s so simple,” Dimes co-
owner Alissa Wagner says, 
“but a ripe summer tomato 
is one of the most perfect 
things in the world.” If anyone 
epitomizes the heart-by-way-
of-stomach philosophy, it’s 
Wagner and her business 
partner, Sabrina De Sousa. 
The pair met while working 
at the SoHo restaurant Lovely 
Day and launched their 
brainchild, Dimes, in 2013; 
De Sousa handles front of 
house, and Wagner reigns 
in the kitchen. Situated at 
the edge of Manhattan’s 
Chinatown and frequented by 
downtown cool girls like artsy 
polymath Vashtie Kola and 
stylist Stevie Dance, Dimes 
is at once aspirational and 
very comfortable. 

While the menu brims 
with vegan superfood staples 
like  acai and chia, as well 
as the not-yet-ubiquitous 
pitaya (an anti-inflammatory, 
antifungal fruit that can also 
be used topically in acne and 
hair treatments—seriously), 
meat lovers can satisfy their 
cravings with pork ribs  or 
a steak—additions made 
possible by the restaurant’s 
spring move across the street 
to a space equipped with a 
full gas stove. And the Dimes 
girls may be healthy, but 
teetotalers they are not. They 
offer a wheatgrass margarita, 
an ambrosial cocktail infused 
with a custom scent by the 
fragrance brand Régime des 
Fleurs (we couldn’t make 
it up!), and a marine-plasma 

martini that’s sworn to com-
bat fatigue. 

For a pair effectively 
building a California-clean 
lifestyle brand, De Sousa and 
Wagner have a refreshingly 
laissez-faire attitude toward 
food preparation, favoring 
what De Sousa calls freestyle 
meals, based on whichever 
produce calls to her that day. 
Their own market, which 
will open in late summer and 
occupy the original restau-
rant space, will make grocery 
shopping “more adaptable to 
what our lifestyle is,” says De 
Sousa. “Our” meaning the 
Dimes customer—a perfect 10, 
as the name suggests—who’s 
conscious of what she eats and 
whose busy life is better suited 
to smaller-bunch perishables, 
rather than big-batch portions 
that go bad in a few days. 

If you’ve been waiting 
for an excuse to start 
eating well, let summer’s 
luscious produce—peaches, 
gooseberries, sour cherries, 
peppers—be your inspiration. 
Jump on the Dimes wagon at 
ELLE.com, where De Sousa 
and Wagner will guide you 
through a mouthwatering 
August: hip food, cool drinks, 
hot nights. Simply perfect. 
—Keziah Weir

SABRINA DE 
SOUSA AND 
ALISSA WAGNER
The co-owners of Manhattan’s hippest 
and most delicious answer to healthy 
cuisine are our resident eating experts 
this month on ELLE.com. The dog days 
have never been tastier

FOUR-AND-DIME
Each week, the 
Dimes girls will let 
you in on one of 
their best recipes
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AUGUST 10
The Entertainer

Impress your dinner guests 
with this spicy twist on 

tomato salad—plus table 
inspo, from dishware to 
flower arrangements.

AUGUST 3
Hydration Station

Make your lemon cooler 
work overtime by adding 
skin-friendly aloe. It’s the 

next best thing to drinking 
an air conditioner.  

AUGUST 17
Good Enough to Eat

Recharge with a scrub 
made from ingredients in 

your pantry and a five-song 
playlist to mellow out to 

while you soak.

AUGUST 24
Savory Sweet

Start your day with a bang: De 
Sousa gives a lesson in stone fruit 
salad with basil and rose water. 

Sayonara, Monday blues. 

Catch up on all our expert tips—from apartment 
organization to mindfulness techniques—by visiting 
ELLE.com/coach-of-the-month.
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